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Name Price 

G. ‘Adriana’ ............................................................................................................................................. $300 
A G. nivalis find from Richard Meijndert with very bold dark green tips to the outers. Stunning! 

G. ‘Alexandrite’ ....................................................................................................................................... $225 
The first of a handful of cultivars on this year’s list from our collection which we originally received 
from Matt Bishop, this superb new virescent G. ikariae with inner segments entirely green save for 
the margin and outer segments striped green along the veins to about half way to the base. Selected 
by Alan Street from naturalized G. ikariae in Berkshire. It can seed prolifically. 

G. ‘Augustus’ ............................................................................................................................................. $30 
A delightful, short plicatus with wide prostrate leaves and chubby puckered flowers. Named by Amy 
Doncaster for E.A. Bowles. 

G. ‘Baytop’ ................................................................................................................................................. $20 
This is larger, bolder and showier than typical G. rizehensis, but equally early and often at its best by 
mid-late January. It was first distributed by Richard Nutt at one of his Snowdrop Lunches. 

G. ‘Belvedere Gold’ ................................................................................................................................. $200 
Large flowers with a bright yellow apical heart-shaped inner segment marking. The coloration 
extends into the ovary, pedicel and scape while the foliage shows a distinctly yellowish pallor. 
Possibly the only such hybrid, so far, to produce two scapes per bulb. This excellent tall-growing 
vigorous clone was selected by the late Gisela Schmiemann of Hellebore fame and came to us from 
Matt Bishop. 

G. ‘Bill Bishop’ ........................................................................................................................................... $20 
One of the finest Mighty Atom group snowdrops, this has large flowers with thickly sculpted outer 
segments. Early flowering and elegant. Bill Bishop was superintendent of the Harrogate Parks 
department in the 1980s. 

G. ‘Bitter Lemons’ ................................................................................................................................... $250 
A seedling found under the same tree as ‘Midas’. This is another hybrid whose markings change color 
from green to yellow as the flower ages, but this flowers much earlier. 

G. ‘Bumble Bee’ ....................................................................................................................................... $150 
Of all the single-marked inverse poculiform G. plicatus, this stands out as one of the very best with 
arguably the heaviest outer segment marking. This and the rounded flowers inspired the name. A 
superb addition raised by Joe Sharman at Monksilver Nursery, Cambridge and is another that we 
received originally from Matt Bishop. 

G. ‘Colour Tones’ ..................................................................................................................................... $300 
A beautiful virescent G. nivalis from Richard Meijndert with a long pedicel, outers with green shading 
confined to the central portion, and wide inners with a broad green mark bleeding towards the base.  

G. ‘Cowhouse Green’ ................................................................................................................................ $60 
One of the early discoveries of a snowdrop with green markings over much of the outer segments, 
found by Mark Brown in the 1980s in Buckinghamshire. There have been more since, but this one still 
carries that aura of excitement from those days. 

G. ‘David Baker’ ......................................................................................................................................... $40 
A beautiful older variety not often offered, this has outer segments that flare slightly at the tip, so 
their shape is pagoda-like. Once established, the outers carry a green mark at the tip. Late flowering. 
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G. ‘Diggory’ ................................................................................................................................................ $40 
Possibly the most distinct snowdrop: the outer segments are very puckered and curl inwards 
strongly, creating a look somewhat like a ballooned skirt with a drawstring around the hem. 

G. ‘Dorothy Foreman’ ............................................................................................................................. $100 
A very desirable December-flowering snowdrop with shallow ‘horizontal’ outer segments. The first 
known green leaved hiemalis! Named after David Foreman’s late mother. 

G. ‘Dryad Gold Medal’ ............................................................................................................................. $200 
One of the Dryad Golds from Anne Wright, this selection has rounded and relatively large flowers 
with a yellow ovary and inner segment marking. Lovely and vigorous! 

G. ‘Fieldgate Imp’ .................................................................................................................................... $250 
An inverse poculiform with delightful and distinctly shaped flowers with strongly recurved outer 
segments marked by an elongated heart shape at the apex. Matt Bishop, who gave this to us, 
selected this clone from seedlings in Colin Mason's Warwickshire garden in 2012. 

G. ‘Finger in the Dyke’ ............................................................................................................................... $75 
From John Grimshaw, who was sent it from Holland, this is another of the weird and wonderful 
aberrant strains of G.nivalis with wispy, spidery segments above and below the ovary – freaky but 
charming. 

G. ‘Gerard Parker’ ..................................................................................................................................... $20 
An early and very large flowered G. plicatus selection. A dependable garden plant, this is very showy 
and robust.  

G. ‘Glenorma’ ............................................................................................................................................ $60 
An early flowering plicate, one of the largest flowered forms with slightly puckered petals and strong 
stems raised at Glen Chantry. 

G. ‘Godfrey Owen’ .................................................................................................................................... $50 
Distinctly different with six outer segments of the same length as well as six shorter inner segments 
usually marked by two small green dots. Named after the late Margaret Owen’s husband in 1996. 

G. ‘Green Lantern’ ................................................................................................................................... $175 
An Irish cultivar which arose at Altamont Gardens, Co. Carlow, this has rounded flowers with the 
green tips of the outer segments “pinched.” The inner segment has both apical and basal marks. 

G. ‘Hill Poë’ ................................................................................................................................................ $25 
A large-flowered, tidy double found in Ireland in the early 1900s. This often has five outers segments.  

G. ‘Jade’ ..................................................................................................................................................... $75 
Originating from a swarm of naturalized G. nivalis in Gloucestershire. This bulb stood out from its 
sisters with glowing green splashed outer segments. 

G. ‘John Gray’ ............................................................................................................................................ $20 
A hybrid that flowers in January most years. The large flower with a beautiful inner segment mark is 
carried on a long pedicel. An elegant favorite of many galanthophiles. 

G. ‘Kryptonite’ ......................................................................................................................................... $150 
An enchanting name for a truly irresistible snowdrop, this virescent form of G. elwesii flowers in 
December, so is doubly special! 
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G. ‘Lapwing’ ............................................................................................................................................... $30 
Found by Phil Cornish in Warwickshire, this is a good grower with a broad X-shaped inner segment 
marking. The authors of the Snowdrop Bible describe this as “a reliable and rewarding garden plant.”  

G. ‘Lucy’ ................................................................................................................................................... $100 
A wonderful boldly marked hybrid from Richard Bashford and Val Bexley at Woodchippings, strong 
growing with intriguing dark green splashes to the outer segments. 

G. ‘Marjorie Brown’ .................................................................................................................................. $30 
A very late-flowering G. elwesii selection with large flowers and very broad grey leaves. Vigorous.  

G. ‘Martha Maclaren’ ................................................................................................................................ $75 
A robust hybrid discovered in Primrose Warburg's garden and named for Dr. John Grimshaw's niece. 
This has broad, grey foliage, a large flower and willingly forms clumps. 

G. ‘Merlin’ ................................................................................................................................................. $20 
This beautiful plant has a distinctly upright stance and an all green inner mark. A classic, it was 
named by James Allen in 1891. 

G. ‘Midas’ ................................................................................................................................................ $150 
One of the fabled color change snowdrops – the green tips to inners and outers turn to a glowing 
golden yellow a few days after first opening. This x valentinei hybrid is best in some sun. 

G. ‘Morgana’ ........................................................................................................................................... $225 
Selected by the late Simon Savage, this virescent form of G.elwesii has a dramatic glowing green 
color to the outer segments, truly outstanding. 

G. ‘Mother Goose’ ................................................................................................................................... $150 
A stunning new hybrid from John Morley’s garden, the flower has a single inner segment mark of a 
rich golden glowing yellow. Some seasons show better color than others, nobody knows why, 
perhaps temperature and light levels play a part, but patience helps too. 

G. ‘Mrs. Macnamara’ ................................................................................................................................ $20 
This snowdrop flowers in early January with good upright flower stems over low spreading leaves. 
The flowers are pretty and simple. The Snowdrop Bible says it “is a cultivar without fault.” Mrs. 
Macnamara, who originally distributed this snowdrop, was Dylan Thomas’ mother in law. 

G. ‘Mrs. Thompson’ ................................................................................................................................... $25 
A tall, robust and erratic hybrid. From season to season this may have three, four, or five outers. Or 
two flowers to a scape. Always beautiful! 

G. ‘Northern Lights’ ................................................................................................................................. $250 
For its large, shapely flowers and their unique coloration amongst virescent snowdrops, ‘Northern 
Lights’ is destined to become one of the classic cultivars to which others ought to measure. Outer 
and inner segments shaded the most extraordinary and other-worldly green, inner marking showing, 
with a little imagination the pale silhouette of a snowdrop flower. A vigorous and rewarding garden 
plant. Selected by the renowned galanthophile and plantsman, Andy Byfield. 

G. ‘Ophelia’ ............................................................................................................................................... $25 
A vigorous hybrid with rounded, tightly double flowers raised by Heyrick Greatorex in the 1940s. 
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G. ‘Orange Star’ ....................................................................................................................................... $250 
Ruben Billiet and Olivier Vico’s stunning discovery from Northern France combines two features for 
the first time. The flowers have variably three, four or five narrowed outer segments but most 
extraordinarily, the inner segments are converted to enlarged versions of anthers which together 
with the flower form, inspired the name. A gem that we have from Matt Bishop. 

G. ‘Percy Picton’ ........................................................................................................................................ $20 
A plicatus selection with a very long pedicel and large flowers with nicely marked inner segments. A 
good grower, it often produces two flower scapes per bulb. 

G. ‘Pieces of Eight’ ................................................................................................................................... $150 
Found together with Long John Silver, this is more buried treasure from Veronica Cross' garden. A 
vigorous plant with paddle shaped outer petals, nicely slimmed at the base to show the darkly 
marked inner segments but wide below to accommodate the broad flash of green. The flowers hang 
gracefully from a nicely arched pedicel. Perfection? 

G. ‘Potter’s Prelude’ .................................................................................................................................. $30 
A large and robust November-flowering form of G. elwesii which has a wonderful garden presence. 
Selected in the 1960s by Jack Potter, former curator of the Scott Arboretum at Swarthmore College. 

G. ‘Primrose Warburg’ .............................................................................................................................. $40 
A fine yellow snowdrop. Beautiful and easy to grow.  

G. ‘Pumpot’ ............................................................................................................................................. $200 
The first inverse poculiform G. nivalis, this was found in 1995 by Joerg Lebsa as an isolated example 
in a stand of its species in Dresden Botanic Garden. Since then, 'Pumpot' which is named after a 
green-garbed character in Sorb mythology, has been passed between collectors. This slender 
snowdrop is a perfect example of its floral morphology, the outer segments showing a solid apical V 
to U-shaped marking over a shallow sinus whilst their inner surface shows the green lines running to 
the base. The inner segments are similarly marked and slightly shorter. This is another from our 
collection for which we are grateful to Matt Bishop. 

G. ‘Rev. Hailstone’ ..................................................................................................................................... $20 
A tall, early-flowering hybrid with large, elongated flowers. A strong grower with good garden 
presence early in the season. 

G. ‘Rosemary Burnham’ ............................................................................................................................ $75 
Originally from British Columbia where G. elwesii has become naturalized in a few estate gardens, 
this received much acclaim when first exhibited in 1998. This amazing virescent form is so covered in 
pale green lines on the outer petals that the effect is of a pale green wash. 

G. ‘S. Arnott’ .............................................................................................................................................. $10 
A tall robust hybrid. Vigorous and beautiful. A classic garden plant. 

G. ‘Sarah Dumont’ ..................................................................................................................................... $60 
One of the best of the ‘golden girls,’ this has yellow marked inner segments of perfect proportion 
above broad plicate leaves. 

G. ‘Schorbuser Lampion’ ......................................................................................................................... $250 
A new type of color-change snowdrop, where there are basal as well as apical markings on the inner 
segments, joined in some clones. The markings are greenish on newly open flowers, rapidly changing 
to an orange, or even mustard yellow from within. ‘Schorbuser Lampion’ is an early-flowering 
selection of this type from the German collector, Hagen Engelmann. A superb, vigorous clone, which 
Matt Bishop originally supplied to us. 
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G. ‘Shimmer’ ........................................................................................................................................... $200 
This spontaneous seedling, which appeared at Avon Bulbs under a spindlebush, is early to flower and 
has outer segments with bright and intense green shading, most enviable. 

G. ‘South Hayes’ ........................................................................................................................................ $75 
Similar in shape to Galanthus ‘Trym’ but with a narrow oval to oblong streak down the outers to the 
base which may be broken in the middle. 

G. ‘Straffan’ ............................................................................................................................................... $25 
An old hybrid found in Ireland in 1858. Relatively easy to grow, it often produces two flowers from a 
bulb very late in the season. The inner segment mark is often described as being like a Chinese 
bridge. 

G. ‘Styx’ ................................................................................................................................................... $300 
Another virescent G. nivalis from Richard Meijndert, this elegantly shaped flower has the outers 
washed in an unusual shade of green. 

G. ‘Terry Jones’ .......................................................................................................................................... $75 
‘Terry Jones’ produces beautiful, unusually elongated flowers quite late in the season. The outer 
segments much longer than is normal in relation to the length of the inner whorl. A robust hybrid, 
the bulbs are also distinctly elongated. From Matt Bishop, this was named for and found in the 
garden of the late Terry Jones, who was well-known for his work in hybridizing nerines. 

G. ‘Treasure Island’ ................................................................................................................................. $250 
A new rare and vigorous yellow snowdrop with large flowers from Veronica Cross. 

G. ‘Trumps’ ................................................................................................................................................ $40 
A stunning and vigorous hybrid first spotted in John Morley’s garden by Matt Bishop. Early to flower 
with bright green outer segments. One of the best green-tipped snowdrops. 

G. ‘Veronica Cross’ .................................................................................................................................. $150 
Full of superlatives. One of the best new snowdrop hybrids to come from one of the best snowdrop 
gardens. A new G. gracilis x ‘Trym’ hybrid which has amazing green marked segments.  

G. ‘Warham’ .............................................................................................................................................. $25 
An old G. plicatus found in a garden in Warham, Norfolk. Quite late to flower, this often sees out the 
snowdrop season. 

G. ‘Wendy’s Gold’ ..................................................................................................................................... $40 
Probably the most well-known of all the yellow snowdrops, a G. plicatus hybrid with a large marking 
on the inner segment. Found at Wandlebury Ring in 1974 by Bill Clark and named for his wife. 

G. ‘Wind Turbine’ .................................................................................................................................... $150 
An unusual seedling from Jo Hynes in Devon.  This has widely flared outer segments, hence the 
name, and two separate inner green marks. 

G. ‘Wood Elf’ ........................................................................................................................................... $250 
One last G. nivalis from Richard Meijndert, this delightful selection has elongated outers washed in 
green across their middle. 

G. ‘York Minster’ ..................................................................................................................................... $200 
A dainty virescent seedling from Joerg Lebsa, flowering from early December in England, so doubly 
serendipitous! 
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Some of the less common species. 

G. gracilis ................................................................................................................................................... $25 
A small plant with spiraling gray foliage, an olive ovary, and two-marked inners. Charming and quick 
to increase. 

G. reginae-olgae ssp. reginae-olgae .......................................................................................................... $25 
The first flower of the season! A delicate species which flowers in late October before the leaves 
appear. Native to Greece.   

G. x allenii  ................................................................................................................................................. $25 
A plant with a long history but uncertain origins, this unusual plant was found by James Allen in 1883 
in a shipment of wild-collected bulbs. Lovely broad green leaves and a big scented flower. 

In Memory:  The Veronica Cross Collection 

G. ‘Pieces of Eight’, ‘Treasure Island’, & ‘Veronica Cross’ ...................................................................... $500 
In memory of the great galanthophile Veronica Cross, we are offering the three outstanding 
snowdrops from her garden on this year’s list as a collection at a reduced price. 

Save the Date:  Saturday, March 7, 2020 
The Galanthus Gala in Downingtown, PA, 

A fantastic kickoff to the garden year! 
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Name Price Qty Total Name Price Qty Total 
G. ‘Adriana’ $300    G. ‘Mrs. Macnamara’ $20   
G. ‘Alexandrite’ $225   G. ‘Mrs. Thompson’ $25   
G. ‘Augustus’ $30   G. ‘Northern Lights’ $250   
G. ‘Baytop’ $20   G. ‘Ophelia’ $25   
G. ‘Belvedere Gold’ $200   G. ‘Orange Star’ $250   
G. ‘Bill Bishop’ $20   G. ‘Percy Picton’ $20   
G. ‘Bitter Lemons’ $250   G. ‘Pieces of Eight’ $150   
G. ‘Bumble Bee’ $150   G. ‘Potter’s Prelude’ $30   
G. ‘Colour Tones’ $300   G. ‘Primrose Warburg’ $40   
G. ‘Cowhouse Green’ $60   G. ‘Pumpot’ $200   
G. ‘David Baker’ $40   G. ‘Rev. Hailstone’ $20   
G. ‘Diggory’ $40   G. ‘Rosemary Burnham’ $75   
G. ‘Dorothy Foreman’ $100   G. ‘S. Arnott’ $10   
G. ‘Dryad Gold Medal’ $200   G. ‘Sarah Dumont’ $60   
G. ‘Fieldgate Imp’ $250   G. ‘Schorbuser Lampion’ $250   
G. ‘Finger in the Dyke’ $75   G. ‘Shimmer’ $200   
G. ‘Gerard Parker’ $20   G. ‘South Hayes’ $75   
G. ‘Glenorma’ $60   G. ‘Straffan’ $25   
G. ‘Godfrey Owen’ $50   G. ‘Styx’ $300   
G. ‘Green Lantern’ $175   G. ‘Terry Jones’ $75   
G. ‘Hill Poë’ $25   G. ‘Treasure Island’ $250   
G. ‘Jade’ $75   G. ‘Trumps’ $40   
G. ‘John Gray’ $20   G. ‘Veronica Cross’ $150   
G. ‘Kryptonite’ $150   G. ‘Warham’ $25   
G. ‘Lapwing’ $30   G. ‘Wendy’s Gold’ $40   
G. ‘Lucy’ $100   G. ‘Wind Turbine’ $150   
G. ‘Marjorie Brown’ $30   G. ‘Wood Elf’ $250   
G. ‘Martha Maclaren’ $75   G. ‘York Minster’ $200   
G. ‘Merlin’ $20   G. gracilis’ $25   
G. ‘Midas’ $150   G. reginae-olgae $25   
G. ‘Morgana’ $225   G. x allenii $25   
G. ‘Mother Goose’ $150   Veronica Cross Collection $500   
     SUB-TOTAL:  
    SHIPPING & HANDLING (U.S. Priority Mail): $10 
     TOTAL:  

Shipping and Payment Information 
NAME:  

ADDRESS:  
CITY, STATE  ZIP:  

PAYMENT METHOD: Check  ___  (payable to David Culp)   
AmEx  ___   Discover  ___   MasterCard  ___   Visa  ___ 

CARD NUMBER:  CVV CODE:  EXP. DATE:  
CARDHOLDER NAME:  

 
Submit completed order form via email to: BrandywineSnowdrops@comcast.net  or via U.S. Mail to: 
David Culp, 1158 Osborne Road, Downingtown, PA  19335   

Bulbs are guaranteed true to name only. No further guarantees can be offered. Stocks are limited. All 
prices are per bulb. Shipping to begin the end of September. Shipping available to U.S. only.

mailto:BrandywineSnowdrops@comcast.net
mailto:BrandywineSnowdrops@comcast.net
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G. gracilis G. reginae-olgae G. x allenii

Kind thanks to Avon Bulbs for providing many of the photos on the preceding pages. 
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